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Abstract
On-demand urban air transportation gains popularity in recent years with the introduction of the electric VTOL
(eVTOL) aircraft concept. There is an emerging interest in short/medium range eVTOL air taxi considering the
critical advantages of electric propulsion (i.e. low noise and carbon emission). Using several electric propulsion sys-
tems (distributed electric propulsion (DEP)) has further advantages such as improved redundancy. However, flight
controller design becomes more challenging due to highly over-actuated and coupled dynamics. This study defines
and resolves flight control problems of a novel DEP eVTOL air taxi. The aircraft has a fixed-wing surface to have
aerodynamically efficient cruise flight, and uses only tilting electric propulsion units to achieve full envelope flight
control via pure thrust vector control. The aircraft does not have conventional control surfaces such as aileron, rudder
or elevator. Using pure thrust vector control has some design benefits, but the control problem becomes more chal-
lenging due to the over-actuated and highly coupled dynamics (especially in transition flight). A preliminary flight
dynamics model is obtained considering the dominant effects at hover and high-speed forward flight. Hover and
forward flight models are blended to simulate the transition dynamics. Two central challenges regarding the flight
control are significant nonlinearities in aircraft dynamics during the transition and proper allocation of the thrust
vector control specifically in limited control authority (actuator saturation). The former challenge is resolved via
designing a sensor-based incremental nonlinear dynamic inversion (INDI) controller to have a single/unified con-
troller covering the wide flight envelope. For the latter one, an optimisation-based control allocation (CA) approach
is integrated into the INDI controller. CA requires special attention due to the pure thrust vector control’s highly cou-
pled dynamics. The controller shows satisfactory performance and disturbance rejection characteristics. Moreover,
the CA plays a vital role in guaranteeing stable flight in case of severe actuator saturation.

Nomenclature
φ, θ ,ψ Aircraft Roll, Pitch and Yaw Euler Angles
p, q, r Aircraft body angular velocities
u, v, w Aircraft body translational velocities
h Altitude
M, Vinf Mach number and Airspeed
α, β Angle of attack and Sideslip angle
γ Flight path angle
q̄ Dynamic pressure
Fb

aero, Fb
prop Aerodynamic and Propulsion forces in the aircraft body axis

Mb
aero, Mb

prop Aerodynamic and Propulsion moments in the aircraft body axis
δ EDF tilt(deflection) angle
rpm, T , Q EDF rpm, thrust and torque
σ EDF turn direction
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fl, fr Front-left and Front-right EDF section
wl, wr Wing-left and Wing-right EDF section
Tcmd Thrust commanded by the controller
δcmd Tilt angle commanded by the controller
Tact Thrust generated by the actuators/EDF considering actuator dynamics
δact Tilt angle generated by the actuators/EDF considering actuator dynamics
ωnT Natural frequency of the thrust actuator dynamics
ςT Damping coefficient of the thrust actuator dynamics
ωnδ Natural frequency of the tilt angle actuator dynamics
ςδ Damping coefficient of the tilt angle actuator dynamics
U Real(physical) control input vector
Uact Real(physical) control input vector considering the actuator dynamics
UINDI INDI control input vector
UINDI,0 INDI control input vector at the previous time step
�UINDI Incremental INDI control input vector
υINDI Virtual INDI control input vector
�υINDI Incremental virtual INDI control input vector
Tv,INDI Transformation matrix between the virtual and INDI control input vectors
x State vector
ẋ0 INDI controller’s state derivative estimation via sensor measurements
ẋreq INDI controller’s required state derivatives
Tx Component of thrust in the aircraft body x-axis
Tz Component of thrust in the aircraft body z-axis
g INDI controller’s virtual control input matrix
Hf INDI controller noise filter
ωnf

Natural frequency of the INDI controller’s noise filter
ςf Damping coefficient of the INDI controller’s noise filter
�UCA Incremental control input generated by the Control Allocation (CA) algorithm
Wv State weight matrix of the CA algorithm
Wu Control input weight matrix of the CA algorithm
�Udes Desired control input increment of the CA algorithm
γ Tuning coefficient of the CA algorithm

Subscripts
cmd Commanded state
act Actuator state
req Required state
fl, fr Front left and Front right EDF section
wl, wr Wing left and Wing right EDF section

1.0 Introduction
In the last decades, a new concept that could shape the future of aviation has emerged with the intro-
duction of the term On-demand mobility (ODM) by NASA [1]. On-demand urban air transportation is
part of this concept, and there is a growing interest in finding feasible solutions to this problem both in
industry and academy. Several reports and studies show the potentials and increasing market share of the
on-demand urban air transportation in aviation [2–6]. As stated on most of these reports and studies, two
main goals of feasible urban air transportation considering the environmental effects are achieving very
low noise and carbon-emission levels. Electric propulsion comes with significant advantages compared
to the conventional propulsion systems considering these goals [3, 4, 6].

Moreover, it is possible to use several smaller-sized electric propulsion units in a combined way
thanks to the electric propulsion system’s design flexibility [7]. DEP refers to propulsion systems with
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several electric propulsion units used in a distributed and desired way [8]. DEP can be used as a thrust
vector control concept to provide thrust for both vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) and forward flight.
VTOL ability combined with efficient forward/cruise flight is essential to satisfy medium-range urban
air transportation requirements [2]. At this point, the combination of DEP with VTOL ability provides
a feasible aircraft concept for the on-demand urban air transportation problem [4, 6].

Besides low noise level and zero carbon-emission, the DEP concept has further advantages of
increased efficiency and redundancy [4, 6]. Regarding the efficiency, it is crucial to compare elec-
tric propulsion with conventional propulsion systems using the metrics that consider the integrated
system [3]. Although the exact estimation of the integrated system’s overall efficiency is challeng-
ing, the expected increase in the DEP system’s overall efficiency is significant [3, 6]. The inherent
robustness to failures is another critical advantage of DEP thanks to the concept’s over-actuated nature.
Actuator failures can be handled effectively redistributing the reduced control authority to working
actuators/propulsion units.

On the other hand, the electric propulsion’s main drawback is the batteries’ limited energy stor-
age [3, 4]. Especially for the fixed-wing DEP VTOL air taxi, the power density becomes more critical
since a significant amount of power is needed for the vertical flight/VTOL, and the forward flight/cruise
requires much less power with the help of the aerodynamic lift. Although current batteries’ limited
energy and power density is a significant challenge for the DEP VTOL concept, many startup companies
have already achieved serious investment for this concept and made successful flights with prototype
aircraft [2]. A NASA study also supports that the energy density is already sufficient for some DEP
concepts if electric propulsion’s feasibility is analysed using the metrics that consider complete inte-
gration of the electric propulsion system instead of the conventional propulsion metrics [3]. Another
study focuses on the conceptual design and feasibility of a two-seat personal electric VTOL aircraft [9].
It is concluded that the DEP VTOL concept has a great potential to solve the urban air transportation
problem in a safe, quiet, environmentally friendly and efficient way.

Significant advantages of the electric propulsion lead many companies to design and build eVTOL
aircraft to solve the on-demand urban air transportation problem. Some of the companies with promising
eVTOL air taxi projects are Lilium, Volocopter, Joby Aviation, Uber and Ehang. Some of these air taxi
projects use both fixed-wing and tilting electric propulsion units to achieve VTOL in combination with
efficient forward/cruise flight with the help of fixed-wing aerodynamic surfaces. This solution comes
with additional complexity, especially during the transition between hover and high-speed forward flight.
However, the benefit gained from a fixed-wing can be significant for longer-range flights. Two main
configurations used to achieve the transition are tilt-rotor and tilt-wing concepts. Some of the other
configurations are also described in a study with more details [10].

Compared to classical tilt-wing and tilt-rotor concepts, a unique DEP eVTOL air taxi concept is
considered in this study. The studied aircraft is inspired by the Lilium jet (see Fig. 1), but it is also noted
that the aircraft designed and studied in this paper is different from the Lilium jet. Therefore, all the
results and conclusions of the thesis are not related to the Lilium jet.

The Lilium company [11] is build as a startup to find an innovative solution for the urban air trans-
portation. With significant amount of funding in years (around $1 billion), the company grew very fast
and became one of the successful pioneers of the eVTOL air taxi projects. Lilium jet has a unique
design compared to common eVTOL concepts. It has a fixed-wing surface for efficient high-speed for-
ward flight and several tilting electric ducted fans (EDF) distributed over the wing and canard sections.
EDFs are tilted to control thrust vector and achieve the transition between hover and forward flight (Fig.
1). Aircraft do not have any conventional control and stability surfaces such as aileron, elevator, rudder,
horizontal/vertical tail, etc. Full envelope flight control is achieved by pure thrust vector control (i.e.
adjusting tilt angle and rpm of EDFs). Not having conventional control/stability surfaces has critical
advantages: improved aerodynamic efficiency at high-speed forward flight, design flexibility-simplicity,
better sizing-weight savings, etc. On the other hand, it also comes with problems/challenges regarding
the flight control such as open-loop directional unstability, limited control authority at specific flight
conditions, resolving actuator saturation is not straightforward due to the thrust vector couplings, etc.
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Figure 1. Lilium-jet photos at hover, transition, cruise flight and corresponding EDF positions [11].

To sum up, contribution of the study is defining and resolving flight control problems of a unique fixed
wing eVTOL aircraft which is not studied previously to the author’s knowledge. The designed controller
must cover wide flight envelope of the air taxi operation mainly consisting of vertical takeoff, transition
from hover to forward flight, forward flight (with climb/descent and turns), transition from forward to
hover flight and vertical landing. Moreover, controller must consider actuator saturation problems with
specific control allocation design since novel pure thrust vector control has unique problems. The main
challenging points for the unified controller design and proposed solutions/contributions are summarised
as follows:

• Severe nonlinearities and couplings occur in flight dynamics, especially during the transition
region due to the DEP thrust vector dynamics and fixed-wing aerodynamic effects. A nonlinear
dynamic inversion-based controller approach, INDI is adapted to the problem to effectively han-
dle nonlinearities/couplings. INDI reduces dependency on the aircraft model significantly while
performing the dynamic inversion since it replaces the model information with the sensor data.
Thanks to the sensor-based dynamic inversion, the model dependency of the designed INDI con-
troller is only mass, inertia and EDF lever-arm (mainly depending on the geometry) information
(see Section 3.2). This property of INDI makes it a good candidate to control the hard-to-model
highly nonlinear flight dynamics of this novel air taxi concept, especially considering the transi-
tion flight. INDI is formulated to have a unified controller structure that covers the entire flight
envelope. Literature review and formulation of the INDI controller are given in Sections 3 and
3.2, respectively.

• Control of the air taxi is achieved by pure thrust vector control (i.e. adjusting the rotor
speed/revolutions per minute (rpm) and tilt angle) of several EDFs, and there are no conven-
tional control surfaces. The system is over-actuated (five control axis and eight control effectors,
see Section 3.1 for details) and it is crucial to distribute the limited control authority effectively in
case of actuator saturation. If the actuator saturation is not adequately considered in the design,
then the controller will be ineffective, and instability can occur (see Section 4.4). Formulating
a direct relation between control channels/axis and control effectors/actuators is not straightfor-
ward due to the coupled nature of the pure thrust vector control. Therefore, standard saturation
resolving approaches used in conventional aircraft (e.g. anti-windup) is not straightforward to
implement. An optimisation-based CA method is integrated into the INDI controller consider-
ing these points. The CA prioritises rotational channels over translational channels to allocate the
limited control authority such that the stability of the aircraft is guaranteed. The integration of the
CA to the INDI controller requires specific attention due to the thrust vector control’s coupled
nature. Literature review and design of the CA are given in Sections 3 and 3.3, respectively.
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In literature, there are few studies regarding the full envelope flight control of fixed-wing eVTOL air-
craft similar to the one studied in this paper. In Ref. (12), a novel fixed-wing tilt-rotor UAV is modeled,
and an INDI-based flight controller is designed for the full flight envelope. The authors describe the
challenges experienced in transition due to the strong nonlinearities in the aerodynamic model and the
couplings introduced by the thrust vector control. The study shows that the INDI-based controller gives
satisfactory results but need further investigations to analyse the robustness and disturbance rejection
properties. Another study focus on the control of a quad tilt-rotor eVTOL with conventional aerody-
namic surfaces [13]. An INDI-based controller is designed in combination with CA approaches to have
a unified controller. Results show that the INDI-based controller gives satisfactory performance for
the entire flight envelope. In Ref. (14), a robust full envelope controller is designed for a fixed-wing
eVTOL, and the controller is tested considering the robustness measures. The aircraft has conventional
control surfaces combined with tilt rotor electric propulsion system. The study does not cover the actua-
tor saturation-related control allocation problems although the aircraft is over-actuated. In another study
[15], trajectory tracking of a winged eVTOL aircraft is considered. The study focus on optimisation
of pitch and thrust allocation, and high angle-of attack dynamics are considered in the optimisation.
Designed controller is more like an outer loop control that generates desired rates for optimal trajectory
tracking. The above-mentioned studies use conventional control and stability surfaces (i.e. aileron, ele-
vator, rudder, vertical/horizontal tail, etc.) combined with tilt-rotor propulsion units. The air taxi studied
in this paper differentiates from the other fixed-wing eVTOL concepts since using only tilt rotor units
(i.e. pure thrust vector control) to achieve full envelope flight control. As mentioned previously, this is a
significant advantage regarding simplicity, sizing and aerodynamic efficiency but comes with additional
challenges/problems for the flight control such as open-loop directional instability in forward flight due
to tailless design (see Section 2.1), hard to resolve actuator saturation-related problems due to highly
coupled pure thrust vector control (see Section 3).

To conclude, this study’s main contribution is defining and resolving the challenges of a novel fixed
wing eVTOL air taxi that has not been studied before, to the author’s knowledge. The aircraft is unique
so that there are no aerodynamic and propulsion models to simulate the flight dynamics. Therefore, the
first part of the study focuses on generating preliminary aerodynamic and propulsion models. The aim
of this study is not generating a high-fidelity flight dynamics model but considering the main aerody-
namic and propulsion effects to simulate the air taxi for the full-flight envelope. The main focus and
contribution of the study are designing an unified flight controller, which effectively resolves the flight-
control-related problems/challenges described earlier. INDI approach is combined with CA methods
to design the unified flight controller. The detailed introduction and literature survey of INDI and CA
methods are specifically given in Section 3.

2.0 Flight dynamics model
The air taxi considered in this study has a novel configuration with several tilting EDFs distributed over
the front and wing sections (see Fig. 2). High-fidelity modeling of aerodynamics is quite complicated
for this configuration, considering that tilting EDFs also generate aerodynamic forces/moments through
the ducted fan surfaces. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies could estimate the aerodynamic
forces and moments accurately. However, extensive work (time and cost) is required considering the wide
flight envelope. A preliminary aerodynamic model containing the main aerodynamic effects at vertical
and forward flight is generated. Some of the dominant effects are not modeled such as aero-propulsion
couplings during the transition, ground effect at hover, etc. due to the complexity. The aerodynamic
model is generated for hover and forward-flight model separately, and models are blended to obtain the
transition dynamics.

The forward-flight model considers the effects of combined wing-body, and aerodynamic coefficients
are estimated using open-source software called digital DATCOM [16]. Preliminary aerodynamic mod-
eling at hover is more simple than the forward flight. The main aerodynamic effect is considered as the
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Figure 2. Top view and distribution of tilting EDFs on the wing and front sections.

resistance force. A flat plate model is used to estimate the aerodynamic resistance force in all trans-
lational axes. A blending between the hover and forward aerodynamic model is applied to simulate
the transition region. The blending considers that the wing-body aerodynamics is more dominant after
10 m/s airspeed. Due to the blending between hover and forward-flight models, simulation model has
severe nonlinearities/couplings especially during the transition although some of the dominant effects
(e.g. aero-propulsion couplings, ground effect) are not included into the preliminary flight dynamics
modeling.

The modeling of the propulsion units is also kept straightforward. Datasheet of a commercially avail-
able small size EDF is used to estimate thrust and torque coefficients [17]. The effects of the mass flow
rate for different airspeed and density conditions are not included in the model due to limited data.
Similar to the aerodynamic modeling, extensive CFD studies are required for high-fidelity propulsion
system modeling, which is not the main focus of this study. It is seen that a quadratic relation between
rpm and thrust fits well to the EDF datasheet.

In the following sections, details of the aerodynamic modeling for hover, forward and transition flight
phases are given first. Second, the EDF datasheet used to generate propulsion modeling is introduced.
Finally, 6-DOF equations of motion (EOM) are defined at the end of the section.

2.1 Forward flight aerodynamic model: wing-body aerodynamics at high speeds
The USAF Digital DATCOM is a computer program that estimates aerodynamic coefficients using semi-
empiric methods [16, 18]. DATCOM has been used in literature and industry for a long time to build
preliminary flight dynamics models of several aircraft and missiles [19–23]. It gives very fast and accu-
rate enough results for the initial design phase [18–20]. Detailed verification of DATCOM methods are
also studied in the literature [21, 24, 25]. To conclude, Digital DATCOM program is considered as an
effective way to estimate the wing-body aerodynamics with acceptable accuracy since the main focus
of the study is not detailed aerodynamic modeling. At this point, it is good to emphasise that detailed
aerodynamic modeling of this unique aircraft is still an open area for researchers.

The input file of DATCOM for our case mainly contains 3-D geometry and desired flight condi-
tions. The wing-body geometry of the aircraft is constructed iteratively to satisfy the following stability
requirements [26] and aerodynamic efficiency at cruise represented as the lift-to-drag ratio (CL/CD).
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Figure 3. Non-dimensional coefficients of the forward flight aerodynamic model obtained via Digital
DATCOM.

1. Cmα < 0 ≡ longitudinal static stability
2. Cnβ > 0 ≡ static directional(weathercock) stability (could not be satisfied due to the tailless

design)
3. Clβ < 0 ≡ lateral static stability
4. CYβ < 0 ≡ sideslip stability
5. CL/CD > 5 for 0 < αcruise < 10deg, αcruise is the angle-of-attack at cruise

Directional stability at forward flight could not be satisfied (Cnβ is negative, see Fig. 3). This is an
expected result since the aircraft has no vertical tail [26]. As mentioned previously, not having conven-
tional control and stability surfaces comes with several advantages. On the other hand, there are some
drawbacks regarding the flight control such as open loop unstability in the directional channel, lim-
ited control authority and problems introduced by the couplings due to pure thrust vector control (i.e.
couplings between control axis and control effectors).

Flight conditions are chosen according to the expected operation of the air taxi (see Table 1).
Maximum airspeed is considered as 0.3 Mach (≈ 100 m/s). Operations are assumed to be performed
at low altitudes (0–1,000 m). It is observed that aerodynamic coefficients don’t change significantly
with respect to altitude for the considered altitude range. Therefore, sea level altitude is used in the
DATCOM input file for simplicity. Digital DATCOM gives results at discrete flight conditions, which
are represented as functions via curve-fitting (Fig. 3). The forward-flight model is dominant after 20
m/s airspeed. Therefore, the validity ranges of the functions are −15deg<α <+15deg, −15deg<β <
+15, 0.05<M< 0.5. Details of the DATCOM modeling, input file and non-dimensional coefficients
(output of DATCOM) can be found in [27].

Overall static and dynamic contributions of the coefficients are given in Equation (1).

CD,sta = CD

Cy,sta = Cyβ · β · 180/π

CL,sta = CL

Cl,sta = Clβ · β · 180/π

Cm,sta = Cm

Cn,sta = Cnβ · β · 180/π

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

CD,dyn = 0

Cy,dyn = Cyp · p · 180/π · (bref/(2V∞ ))

CL,dyn = (CLq · q + CLα̇ · α̇) · 180/π · (
−
c /(2V∞ ))

Cl,dyn = (Clp · p + Clr · r) · 180/π · (bref/(2V∞ ))

Cm,dy = (Cmq · q + Cmα̇ · α̇) · 180/π · (
−
c /(2V∞ ))

Cn,dyn = (Cnp · p + Cnr · r) · 180/π · (bref/(2V∞ ))

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(1)
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Table 1. General parameters of the air taxi

Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Maximum takeoff mass m 500 kg
Inertia matrix J = diag(Ix, Iy, Iz) diag(353,732,1017) kgm2

Wing span bref 6.6 m

Mean aerodynamic chord
−
c 0.45 m

Wing reference area S 2.7 m2

Fuselage length lfus 4 m
Fuselage mean height hfus 2 m
EDF thrust coefficient CT 1.2032e-04 Ns2

EDF torque coefficient CQ 0.04 m
Total number of EDF – 26 –
Thrust to maximum takeoff weight ratio T/WMTOW 1.59 –
Operation altitude – 0-1,000 m
Cruise speed – ≈ 80 m/s
Maximum speed – ≈ 100 m/s

Subscripts sta and dyn represent the static and dynamic contributions. CD, Cy, CL are the non-
dimensional drag, side-force and lift coefficients; Cl, Cm, Cn are the non-dimensional moment coeffi-
cients in 3-axis; V∞ is the freestream velocity; α and β represent the angle-of-attack and sideslip angle;
p, q, r are the body rotational rates; and bref and

−
c are the reference lengths defined in Table 1.

Equation (2) gives the overall forward-flight aerodynamic force and moment expressed in the body
frame. It is noted that the DATCOM gives the coefficients in wind axes; however, the transformation
from wind axes to body axes is considered insignificant due to the small angle-of-attack and sideslip
angles.

Fb
aero, forward =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

− −
q SCD,sta

−
q S(Cy,sta + Cy,dyn )

− −
q S(CL,sta + CL,dyn )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ Mb

aero,forward =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−
q S(Cl,sta + Cl,dyn )bref

−
q S(Cm,sta + Cm,dyn )

−
c

−
q S(Cn,sta + Cn,dyn )bref

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (2)

−
q= 1/2ρV2

∞ is the dynamic pressure with ρ being the air-density. S is the reference area defined in
Table 1.

2.2 Hover flight aerodynamic model: resistance force at low speeds around hover
During the low-speed flight around hover, the most dominant aerodynamic effect is the resistance drag
force since aerodynamic lift and moments are negligible [28]. Ground effect is also relevant but it is
not modeled for the scope of this study. The low-speed flight around hover is restricted to 10 m/s for
horizontal flight and 5 m/s for vertical flight.

In a study about modeling and flight control of a fixed wing VTOL aircraft, the preliminary hover
model is based on flat plate aerodynamic modeling [28]. A similar approach is used to generate a pre-
liminary aerodynamic model at hover. Drag resistance is roughly estimated for each direction based on a
rectangular flat-plate model for the y and z directions, and a circular cylinder model for the x-direction.
The frontal areas used in the estimations are calculated as follows. lfus, hfus, and S are defined in Table 1.

Sx = πh2
fus/4 ≈ 3m2, Sy = lfushfus = 8m2, Sz = lfushfus + S ≈ 10m2 (3)
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Table 2. Parameters of the Schubeler
DS-215-DIA HST EDF

Parameter Value
Mass 3.4 kg
Diameter 21 cm
Maximum thrust 250 N
Maximum torque 10 Nm
Maximum power 15.6 kW
Overall efficiency 78%

Based on the frontal areas, aerodynamic drag resistance force around hover is expressed in body coor-
dinates as in Equation (4). Aircraft can move forward/backward and sideward around the hover so that
the sign function is added to include the direction of motion into the equations. Body velocities (u, v, w)
are used in the equations assuming that roll and pitch angles are small for the low-speed flight around
hover. The drag coefficients for the y and z directions (Cd,y and Cd,z) are equal to 1.2 for a rectangular
plate, and the drag coefficient for the x-direction (Cd,x) is equal to 0.74 for a circular cylinder [29].

Fb
aero,hover =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−sign (u) 0.5ρu2SxCd,x

−sign (v) 0.5ρv2SyCd,y

−sign (w) 0.5ρw2SzCd,z

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (4)

2.3 Complete aerodynamic model
For high- and low-speed regions, aerodynamic models are generated separately in previous sections.
These models are merged to express the complete aerodynamic model considering the transition. The
merging/decision parameter is chosen as body x velocity (u). The airspeed (Vinf) is not used as a decision
parameter since it increases during the sideward motion, but the wing does not generate lift.

Based on the DATCOM results, the wing-body aerodynamics seems to be dominant after 20 m/s
(0.05 Mach) so that the forward flight model is fully active after u = 20m/s. Transition from hover to
forward aerodynamic model starts at u = 10m/s.

The complete aerodynamic model is given as a combination of the hover and forward aerodynamic
models in Equation (5) via introducing the merging coefficient kaero.

Fb
aero = (1 − kaero)Fb

aero,forward + kaeroFb
aero,hover

Mb
aero = (1 − kaero)Mb

aero,forward

}
kaero =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1 u< 10

(20 − u)/10 10 ≤ u ≤ 20

0 u> 20

(5)

2.4 Propulsion system modelling
The propulsion system consists of several EDFs distributed over the wing and front sections (Fig. 2).
The datasheet of a commercially available EDF named Schubeler DS-215-DIA HST is used [17] to
estimate the thrust and torque generated by each EDF. A similar EDF is also used in a NASA founded
DEP aircraft project [30]. The basic parameters of the EDF are given in Table 2.

Based on the datasheet, thrust (T) and torque (Q) of each EDF are modeled as follows. Values of CT

and CQ are defined in Table 1.

T = CT(rpm2π/60)2, Q = CQT (6)

Derivation of the total force and moment generated by the propulsion systems depends on the distri-
bution of EDFs over the wing and front sections (Fig. 2) and the thrust vector control concept (Fig. 4).
Tilt angle (δ) and thrust (T) of EDFs are adjusted to control the air taxi. Since rpm is related to thrust with
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Figure 4. Thrust vector control concept, side view.

a constant coefficient (i.e. CT), thrust is used as a control parameter instead of rpm for simplicity. There
are 26 EDFs with 18 distributed over the wings and 8 on the front. Distribution of 26 EDFs between
the front and wing sections is based on the pitch moment balance at hover (see EDF lever arms info in
Table 3, and top view in Fig. 2). There are six EDF sets (each has three EDF) on the wings and four
EDF sets (each has two EDF) on the front sections (Fig. 2). EDF sets are combined for left/right front
and wing sections to simplify the controller design. By this way number of control inputs is reduced to
eight (i.e. four tilt angle (δwl, δwr, δfl, δfr) and four thrust (Twl, Twr, Tfl, Tfr) for each EDF section). It is also
noted that the average lever arms defined in Table 3 are used in the controller. Lever arm information is
a direct input to the controller so that it is possible to manipulate this input properly in case of failures
or any other required corrections. Table 3 gives the detailed EDF parameters for the left/right wing and
front sections.

Based on the thrust vector concept illustrated in Fig. 4, total force and moment generated at each
section (front left, front right, wing left and, wing right) in the body coordinate system are represented
in a general equation form as follows. The parameters used in the following equations are given in
Table 3.

Fb
i =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

cos (δi) 0 sin (δi)

0 1 0

−sin (δi) 0 cos (δi)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Ti

0

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ni =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

cos (δi) Ti

0

−sin (δi) Ti

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ni, with i = fl, fr, wl, wr (7)

Mb
i =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

cos (δi) 0 sin (δi)

0 1 0

−sin (δi) 0 cos (δi)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

Qi

0

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ tdini +

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
�xi

�yi

�zi

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ×

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

cos (δi) Ti

0

−sin (δi) Ti

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ni, with i = fl, fr, wl, wr

(8)

Then, the overall propulsion force and moment in the body coordinate system (Fb
prop and Mb

prop) are
the sum of each section.

Fb
prop = [Fxprop 0 Fzprop]T = Fb

fl + Fb
fr + Fb

wl + Fb
wr

Mb
prop = [Lprop Mprop Nprop]T = Mb

fl + Mb
fr + Mb

wl + Mb
wr

}
(9)
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Table 3. Parameters of the EDF sections

Section Number Turn Mean x-lever Mean y-lever Tilt
name EDFs direction arm arm angle Thrust
& Subscript n td �x �y δ T
Front left, ()fl 9 CCW(+1) 2.1 m −0.8 m δfl Tfl

Front right, ()fr 9 CW(–1) 2.1 m 0.8 m δfr Tfr

Wing left, ()wl 4 CW(–1) −0.85 m −2.05 m δwl Twl

Wing right, ()wr 4 CCW(+1) −0.85 m 2.05 m δwr Twr

Table 4. Parameters of actuator dynamics

Control input Natural freq. Damping ratio Minimum Maximum Rate limit
Tfl & Tfr 25 rad/s 1 0 N 1,200 N –
Twl & Twr 25 rad/s 1 0 N 2,700 N –
δfl & δfr 10 rad/s 1 −30 deg 120 deg ± 90 deg/s
δwl & δwr 10 rad/s 1 0 deg 120 deg ± 90 deg/s

2.5 Actuator dynamics
There are two control inputs for each EDF, which are the thrust (T) and the tilt angle (δ). Thrust dynamics
of a similar Schubeler EDF considered in this study is modeled in a work based on the wind-tunnel data
as a second order system with a natural frequency of 18.85 rad/s and damping ratio of 1 [31]. Moreover,
the maximum thrust of a Schubeler EDF is given as 250 N in the datasheet (Table 2). Based on these
reference values, a little improved EDF system with a maximum thrust of 300 N (≈ 15,000 rpm) and
a natural frequency of 25 rad/s is used in this study. The overall parameters of the thrust dynamics are
given in Table 4, considering the number of EDFs in the front and wing sections (Table 3).

There is no data to be used for the tilting dynamics of EDFs. Considering the small size/mass of
Schuler EDF (Table 2), the required hinge-moments to rotate the EDF sets are relatively small. For this
reason, it is reasonable to assume quite fast tilting dynamics. Regarding the tilt angle limits, the wing
EDF sets are constrained to 0◦ tilt angle, which is a limitation applied due to the wing structure. For EDFs
at the front section there is no fixed structure, so that the minimum tilt angle is constrained to −30◦. For
both the front and wing EDFs, the maximum tilt angle is chosen as 120◦. The overall parameters of the
tilt angle actuator dynamics are also given in Table 4.

2.6 Six DOF equations of motion
Six degree of freedom (6-DOF) equations of motion are obtained by using the overall aerodynamic and
propulsion forces/moments defined in Equations (5) and (9), respectively.⎡

⎢⎢⎣
u̇

v̇

ẇ

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = (Fb

aero + Fb
prop + Fb

grav + Fb
dist)/m −

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

p

q

r

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ×

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

u

v

w

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , with Fb

grav =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

−gsin (θ)

gsin (φ) cos (θ)

gcos (φ) cos (θ)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦
(10)⎡

⎢⎢⎣
ṗ

q̇

ṙ

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = J−1

⎛
⎜⎜⎝Mb

aero + Mb
prop + Mb

dist −

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

p

q

r

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ × J

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

p

q

r

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (11)

Fb
grav represents the gravitational force in the body coordinates, with φ and θ being the roll and pitch

angles. m and J are the mass and inertia matrix defined in Table 1. Fb
dist and Mb

dist are the disturbance
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force and moment introduced in the simulations to test the disturbance rejection characteristics of the
designed controller.

3.0 Nonlinear flight controller design
The aim is to design an unified flight controller for the novel air taxi considering the wide flight envelope
that includes: vertical takeoff and climb, hover, transition to forward flight, cruise, climb/descent and
turns, transition to hover and vertical landing. After a certain airspeed, the wing-body aerodynamics
becomes more dominant such that significant nonlinearities occur during the transition manoeuvers.
Additional nonlinearities are experienced, especially during the transition, due to the thrust vector con-
trol’s coupled nature. Considering these nonlinearities, it is beneficial to use a nonlinear control method
to design the unified flight controller. INDI approach fits well to the flight control problems of this unique
concept.

INDI is introduced in the late 1990s as an incremental form of the nonlinear dynamic inversion
(NDI) [32, 33]. NDI, also called feedback linearisation, is a model-based approach that emerges as
an alternative to the classical gain-scheduling controller design [34]. NDI has become very popular
since it can handle all of the modeled nonlinearities using a generic and straightforward formulation.
On the other hand, it is highly sensitive to modeling errors and disturbances [35]. For unique aircraft
concepts such as the one considered in this study, extensive modeling effort is needed to have an accurate
flight dynamics model to be used in the NDI. INDI’s main difference is relying on the sensor data
(measurement and/or estimation) instead of the aircraft model to perform the dynamic inversion [36]. In
this way, sensitivity to the modeling errors (including the failures) and disturbances reduce significantly
[35]. This advantage is crucial considering the quite complex flight dynamic models of unique aircraft
concepts.

On the other hand, INDI is highly sensitive to the sensor data, which is mostly used as translational
and rotational acceleration feedback in the control loop. Due to this sensitivity, the INDI controller’s
performance is highly related to accurate estimation of the acceleration feedback with low noise level
and small time delays [35]. The first studies about INDI focus more on the improved robustness to
modeling errors compared to the conventional nonlinear dynamic inversion [32, 33, 37]. In the following
years, there have been studies that concern the INDI’s robustness properties to the acceleration feedback
[36, 38]. Moreover, availability and/or estimation of the acceleration feedback with less noise and delay
are also studied [35]. Regarding the practical side, real-time implementation of INDI becomes very
important since the sensor-dependent nature of INDI makes it questionable for the practical applications.
A study conducted by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) focuses on real-time implementation of
INDI-based flight controller for a large scale Cessna-type aircraft [39]. Another research applied at
Delft University analyses the INDI’s disturbance rejection properties via indoor flight tests on micro
air vehicles (MAVs) [40]. These successful real-time implementations are very valuable to show the
potentials and possible improvements of the INDI-based flight controller.

The air taxi concept studied in this work has no conventional control surfaces, and flight control is
achieved by adequately adjusting the thrust vector (rpm and tilt angle) of several EDFs. For aircraft with
conventional control surfaces, it is possible to decouple aileron, elevator and rudder to generate desired
moments in three-axis via a unique solution [41, 42]. Also, resolving the problems due to the actuator
saturation is more straightforward thanks to the decoupled nature of the control axis/channels and con-
trol effectors/actuators [42]. However, for our case, it is harder to relate the actuator limitations with the
control axis due to the highly coupled nature of the thrust vector control and also the over-actuation [43].
If a large and permanent discrepancy/error between the commanded and physically achieved moment
commands occur due to the limited control authority, then stable flight can not be achieved. CA methods
can be used to make sure that the limited control authority is appropriately allocated to guarantee the sta-
ble flight for the entire flight [43]. Several CA methods are studied in the literature, and two survey papers
give a detailed description and advantages/disadvantages of these approaches considering specific appli-
cations [42, 44]. The basic CA methods, such as explicit ganging, redistributed pseudo inverse, or daisy
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chaining are easy to implement. However, they may not give an acceptable performance in case of actu-
ator limitations [43]. More complex methods are based on constrained optimisation problems, which
are more effective especially considering the actuator limitations [42, 43]. The problem of constrained
optimisation is the required computer time and power in real time applications [42]. However, with the
increasing capabilities of computer technology, optimisation-based control allocation approaches gained
more popularity [42, 44]. In this study, an efficient active set algorithm [45] is adapted to solve the CA
problem defined as a constrained optimisation problem. The CA is integrated into the INDI structure to
handle the absolute actuator limitations effectively. Details of the CA design is given in Section 3.3. It is
observed that the CA has a crucial role in prioritising the stability-related channels in case of the limited
control authority. Simulation results show that the stable flight could not be achieved for specific cases
without the proper control allocation.

In this section, control inputs are defined in general first. Then, the formulation of the INDI controller
is given in detail. Finally, the CA design and integration into the INDI controller are explained.

3.1 Control input definitions
Before diving into the formulation of the INDI control law, control inputs are defined first. As shown
in Fig. 4, the thrust vector is adjusted to control both translational and rotational dynamics. Tilt angle
and rpm are the physical actuator states, but for simplification, thrust is used instead of rpm based on
the relation given in Equation (6). Using this simplification, the control input vector on the physical
actuator level includes the tilt angles(δ) and thrust magnitudes(T). Uact and U represent the physical
level control inputs with and without considering the actuator dynamics, respectively. Uact and U are
separately defined to check the CA performance (see Section 4 for details). On the aircraft level, our
aim is to generate desired forces and moments via controlling the thrust vector. Therefore, a virtual
control input vector (vINDI) that includes the forces and moments generated by the propulsion system on
body axes, defined in Equation (9), is introduced. Moreover, to get rid of the nonlinearities of the thrust
vector concept, the INDI control input vector (UINDI) is defined considering the thrust contribution on
the body x and z directions (Fig. 4). In this way, it is possible to relate the virtual and INDI control inputs
using only the lever arm information, data input to the controller, and calculated using simple geometry.
Equation (12) gives the definitions and relations of the different control inputs. The naming convention
of the control inputs and other data such as the mean lever arms are given in Table 3.

U = [
Tfl Tfr Twl Twr δfl δfr δwl δwr

]T

Uact =
[

Tfl,act Tfr,act Twl,act Twr,act δfl,act δfr,act δwl,act δwr,act

]T

Tx = sin(π/2 − δ)T , Tz = cos(π/2 − δ)T , T = √
T2

x + T2
z

vINDI = [
Lprop Mprop Nprop Fzprop Fxprop

]T

UINDI = [
Tx,fl Tx,fr Tx,wl Tx,wr Tz,fl Tz,fr Tz,wl Tz,wr

]T

vINDI = Tv,INDIUINDI , UINDI = T−1
v,INDIvINDI , T−1

v,INDI = TT
v,INDI(Tv,INDITT

v,INDI)
−1

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Lprop

Mprop

Nprop

Fzprop

Fxprop

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 0 0 �yfl −�yfr �ywl −�ywr

0 0 0 0 �xfl �xfr −�xwl −�xwr

�yfl −�yfr �ywl −�ywr 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 −1 −1 −1 −1

1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

Tx,fl

Tx,fr

Tx,wl

Tx,wr

Tz,fl

Tz,fr

Tz,wl

Tz,wr

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(12)
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As formulated in Equation (12), system is over-actuated since there are eight control effectors to
control five axis/channels (L, M, N, Fz, Fx and noted that side-force Fy is indirectly controlled via roll
angle (φ)-roll moment(L), see Section 3.2.1 for details). Pseudo-inverse approach is used to find solution
for the over-actuated system. However, pseudo-inverse approach is not sufficient to find a solution that
allocates the limited control authority properly to guarantee stable flight in case of actuator saturation.
Therefore, additional consideration is needed regarding the CA design to take into account actuator
saturation. Details of the CA design and its criticality are discussed in Section 3.3.

3.2 Formulation of the INDI control law
State space representation of the EOM defined in Equations (10) and (11) can be rewritten in a control-
affine form.

ẋ = f (x)+ g vINDI , x = [
p q r w u

]T
, g = diag

(
1/Ix, 1/Iy, 1/Iz, 1/m, 1/m

)
(13)

In Equation (13), f (x) includes all the components other than the propulsion forces and moments
that are defined as the virtual control input (vINDI) in Equation (12). State vector (x) does not contain the
body y-velocity (v) since the propulsion system can not directly generate forces on the body y-direction.
As explained later, the roll and yaw angle outer loop controllers are used to indirectly control the motion
on body y-direction for low and high speed flight.

Once the control-affine state space representation is defined, it is possible to write the first-order
Taylor series approximation evaluated at the previous time step (subscript “0") of the states and the
virtual control input.

ẋ ≈ ẋ0 + ∂[f (x)+gvINDI ]

∂x

∣∣∣ x=x0
vINDI=vINDI,0

(x − x0) + ∂[f (x)+gvINDI ]

∂vINDI

∣∣∣ x=x0
vINDI=vINDI,0

(vINDI − vINDI,0) (14)

The primary assumption of the INDI approach is the time-scale separation principle. Suppose the
actuator dynamics are relatively fast, and the time step is small enough. In that case, it is possible to
assume that the changes in states are relatively small compared to the changes in control inputs during
a single time step [35, 39]. Considering the fast thrust/rpm dynamics of EDFs and 100 Hz sample time,
time scale separation fits well with the problem. Regarding the tilting dynamics of EDFs (see Table 4), it
is much slower than the thrust/rpm dynamics, so that time scale separation principle may not be satisfied.
This was one of the open questions at the beginning of the study. However, simulation results show that
the proposed tilt angle dynamics is also fast enough to satisfy the time scale separation principle. Then,
state term is assumed negligible and removed from the Taylor series expansion based on the time-scale
separation principle.

ẋ ≈ ẋ0 + g(vINDI − vINDI,0) = ẋ0 + g�vINDI (15)

Inverting Equation (15) and also using the relations given in Equation (12), the incremental form of
the virtual and INDI control inputs (�vINDI and �UINDI) are found.

�vINDI = g−1(ẋ − ẋ0), where ẋ = ẋreq

�UINDI = T−1
v,INDI�vINDI

(16)

The incremental INDI control input depends on the following terms:

• ẋ0: The state derivative vector evaluated using the current and previous values of sensor outputs.
A simple 2nd order filter is used to filter the noise due to the derivative. See Section 3.2.2.

• ẋreq: The required state derivative vector to track the attitude and velocity commands. A simple
linear controller based on kinematic relations is defined in Section 3.2.1 to generate ẋreq.

• g−1: The inverse of g matrix, which depends only on the inertia and mass. See Equation (13).
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Figure 5. High-level block diagram of the simulation model.

• T−1
v,INDI: Pseudo inverse of Tv,INDI matrix, which depends only on the mean lever arms. See

Equation (12).

The mean lever arms are calculated based on the geometry (Fig. 2), and it is assumed that this infor-
mation is an input to the controller similar to the mass and inertia. If actuator failures occur in some
EDFs, then the mean lever arm change accordingly. To sum up, the incremental INDI control input only
depends on the mass/inertia and the lever arms (geometry) of the aircraft. The flight dynamics model
information required for the dynamic inversion is replaced with the state derivative estimation based on
the sensor measurements. This is a significant advantage regarding the improved robustness, especially
designing a controller for a novel aircraft that is hard to model accurately. However, INDI becomes sen-
sitive to the noise and delay introduced by the state derivative estimation using the sensor measurements.
Filtering is required to reduce the noise level and to improve the INDI performance. It is crucial to test
the INDI controller with a realistic sensor model due to the sensitivity. More information will be given
about the sensor model and noise filtering in Section 3.2.2.

The overall INDI control input is represented as following, again UINDI,0 represents the control input
at the previous time step. It is important to note that the filter applied to estimate the state derivatives is
also applied to the INDI control input to satisfy the data synchronisation (see Fig. 5).

UINDI = UINDI,0 +�UINDI (17)

3.2.1 Linear controller: obtaining the required state derivatives
The aim is to control the aircraft’s attitude and velocity, and it is possible to generate the required state
derivatives using a proportional-derivative (PD) type linear controller as follows. The linear controller
gains are defined in Table 5.

ẋreq = [
ṗreq q̇req ṙreq ẇreq u̇req

]T

ṗreq = (φcmd − φ)Kφ + (φ̇cmd − φ̇)Kφ̇

q̇req = (θcmd − θ )Kθ + (θ̇cmd − θ̇ )Kθ̇

ṙreq = (ψcmd −ψ)Kψ + (ψ̇cmd − ψ̇)Kψ̇

ẇreq = (wcmd − w)Kw + (ẇcmd − ẇ)Kẇ

u̇req = (ucmd − u)Ku + (u̇cmd − u̇)Ku̇

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(18)
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Table 5. Gains of the linear controller

Attitude Velocity Outer
Loop gains Value Loop gains Value Loop gains Value
Kφ 3 Kw 1.5 Kh 0.5
Kφ̇ 5 Kẇ 0.5 Kḣ 1
Kθ 3 Ku 1.5 Kv 5
Kθ̇ 5 Ku̇ 0.5 Kv̇ 3
Kψ 1.5
Kψ̇ 3

As mentioned before, the velocity in body y-direction (v) is not included in the equations since EDFs
do not directly generate forces in this direction. To control the aircraft motion in body y-direction, an
outer loop controller is used. Outer loop controller generates the required roll angle φcmd,nav,hover at low
speeds to track the body y-velocity command (vcmd). φcmd,nav,hover is limited to ± 30 deg to avoid large
bank angles considering the safety and limited thrust authority. Similarly, to control the altitude (h) at
low speeds, the vertical velocity command wcmd,nav,hover is generated by the outer loop altitude controller.
To control the flight path angle (γ ) at high speeds, commands of pitch angle (θcmd,fpa) and body velocities,
which corresponds to a specific angle-of-attack (wcmd,fpa, ucmd,fpa) and are applied simultaneously. It is also
possible to control the angle-of-attack (α) by using a similar approach. At high speeds, coordinated turns
are performed via applying a yaw angle command (ψcmd,coord,turn) based on the coordinated turn equation
defined in Ref. (46). Details of the command generation logic and the transition speeds are explained in
Section 3.2.3.

A manual command (with the subscript cmd, manual) is also defined for each channel to have a direct
pilot command, which is primarily added to test the controller’s performance. To sum up, the attitude
and velocity commands sent to the linear controller defined in Equation (18) are expressed as follows.
φcmd, θcmd,ψcmd represents the total roll, pitch and yaw angle commands; whereas, wcmd and ucmd are the
total velocity commands in body z and x directions, respectively.

φcmd = φcmd,manual + φcmd,nav,hover with φcmd,nav,hover = (vcmd − v)Kv + (v̇cmd − v̇)Kv̇

θcmd = θcmd,manual + θcmd,fpa

ψcmd =ψcmd,manual +ψcmd,coord,turn

wcmd = wcmd,manual + wcmd,nav,hover + wcmd,fpa with wcmd,nav,hover = (hcmd − h)Kh + (ḣcmd − ḣ)Kḣ

ucmd = ucmd,manual + ucmd,fpa

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(19)

It is noted that the linear controller uses the kinematic relations and independent from the aircraft
model. Therefore, tuning can be performed easily, and the gains of the linear controller are given in the
following table.

3.2.2 Sensor model & noise filtering
It is mentioned that the INDI method highly depends on the sensor measurements. Therefore, using
a realistic sensor model is essential to test the controller performance. As defined in Equation (16),
the controller requires derivatives of the body rotational and translational velocities. The derivative
of gyroscope measurements is used to obtain the rotational accelerations; whereas, the translational
accelerations can be directly obtained via accelerometer sensors. Based on the noise data of a MEMS
IMU sensor studied in Ref. (47), the noise level of gyroscope and accelerometer sensors are taken as
1deg/s and 0.1m/s2, respectively. Time delay introduced by the sensor dynamics is taken as 10 ms based
on a similar study that focuses on the effect of the sensor dynamics on an INDI based controller [36].
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A second order linear filter is applied to the sensor measurements to reduce the noise. The filter
parameters taken from a study about INDI control [28] are a natural frequency of 80 rad/s and a damping
ratio of 1. As mentioned previously, the same filter is also applied to the INDI control input to satisfy
data synchronisation. More explanations about the noise filtering and data synchronisation are given in
Ref. (27).

3.2.3 Command generator
Attitude and body velocity commands defined in Equation (19) are generated considering the flight
envelope. At low speeds around hover, y-direction is controlled by φcmd,nav,hover. This command’s contri-
bution to the total roll angle command (φcmd) goes to zero smoothly with the increasing speed. Similarly,
wcmd,nav,hover is generated to control the altitude at low speeds, and this command does not have a contri-
bution to the total body z-velocity command (wcmd) at high speeds. φcmd,nav,hover is effective until 20 m/s
ground speed, whereas wcmd,nav,hover is effective until 50 m/s airspeed to keep the altitude until the fixed
wings generate significant amount of aerodynamic lift. After 50 m/s, the flight path angle is controlled
by applying combined commands explained in the next paragraph.

The transition from hover to forward flight is achieved by commanding body x-velocity (ucmd) up to
the cruise speed. It is possible to control the flight path angle at high speeds by commanding combined
pitch angle and body velocities (θcmd,fpa and wcmd,fpa, ucmd,fpa). During cruise flight, it is also possible to
achieve the desired angle-of-attack by applying a similar strategy. Applying combined pitch angle and
body velocity commands are effective after 50 m/s airspeed. Coordinated turns are also possible after
20 m/s airspeed via generating the ψcmd,coord,turn.

All commands are generated using second-order transfer functions and saturation limits considering
both the handling qualities and safe flight.

3.3 Control allocation design and integration into the INDI controller
As mentioned in Section 3.1, the system is over-actuated and properly allocating the limited control
authority in case of actuator saturation requires specific CA design. Based on the simulation results
(Section 4.4), in the presence of severe disturbances (gusts/failures etc.), actuator saturation can cause
stability problems if it is not handled properly. The INDI controller generates the incremental control
input without considering the actuator limitations in the controller design. This could lead to large errors
between the commanded and physically achieved forces and moments in case of severe actuator limita-
tions. The CA becomes active in case of actuator limitations and allocates the limited control authority
accordingly to guarantee stable flight.

If the INDI controller generates actuator commands beyond the minimum and maximum thrust and/or
tilt angle, then the constrained optimisation problem given as follows is solved iteratively using the active
set algorithm defined in Ref. (45).

�UCA = [�Tx,fl�Tx,fr�Tx,wl�Tx,wr�Tz,fl�Tz,fr�Tz,wl�Tz,wr ]
T

minimize
�UCA

J (�UCA)=‖ Wu(�UCA −�Udes)‖2 + γ ‖ Wv(Tv,INDI�UCA −�vINDI)‖2

subject to �UCA,min <�UCA <�UCA,max

with initial conditions �UINDI

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(20)

The cost function is represented as a quadratic mixed optimisation problem with two parts named
control minimisation and error minimisation [42]. CA focus on error minimisation by prioritising the
moment channels over the force channels in case of limited control authority (i.e. actuator saturation).
This is achieved by selecting the corresponding weight matrix as Wv = diag(1000, 1000, 100, 50, 50).
Note that the weights of Wv matrix corresponds to L, M, N, Fz, Fx channels, respectively (see vINDI in
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Figure 6. Simulation results for takeoff and transition from hover to cruise flight.

Equation (12)). The weights of each channel are tuned using simulation results, and they can be fine-
tuned easily for particular cases since each weight corresponds to one specific channel. Weights of L and
M are higher since in case of actuator saturation the limited control authority is allocated to track the roll
and pitch moment commands in the first place to guarantee stable flight. If the roll and pitch moment
commands are tracked well, the remaining control authority is allocated to first tracking the yaw moment
commands and then the force commands. With this prioritisation order, CA makes sure that the aircraft
can track the moment commands in extreme flight conditions, such as multiple axis commands with
severe disturbances or failures. To illustrate this case, assume that the aircraft is at hover condition. The
pilot gives a strong climb command, and at this moment a severe roll moment disturbance (due to the
wind/gust or failures) also occurs. However, due to the strong climb command, EDFs are very close to
their maximum rpm and there is not enough thrust to handle roll moment disturbance. In other words, the
controller’s commands are out of actuator limits, and this leads to deficiency to handle roll disturbance.
To resolve this problem, CA gives more priority to roll channel by allocating most of the remaining
control authority to overcome the disturbance. This is an example case, but in most of the cases the first
priority is always maintaining the stability in roll and pitch channels to avoid vital crashes. For specific
cases, weights of Wv can be adjusted to change the priority order. To conclude, CA has a major role in case
of limited control authority. This case is simulated in Section 4.4, and it is observed that CA performance
is highly critical and satisfactory. As mentioned, the first part of the cost function is related to the control
minimisation. For the sake of simplicity, there is no aim to minimise specific control inputs. Therefore,
Wu matrix is chosen as Wu = diag(1, 1, . . . , 1), whereas the desired incremental control input is zero,
i.e. �Udes = zeros (8, 1). Finally, the tuning parameter γ is taken as 0.0001.

Since the INDI controller generates the incremental control input, the CA needs to be also formulated
incrementally. Therefore, evaluation of the minimum and maximum actuator limits (i.e. �UCA,min and
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Figure 7. Simulation results for takeoff and transition from hover to cruise flight, actuator states.

�UCA,max in Equation (20)) at each time step is critical. Actuator limits are mapped from the physical con-
trol input (U) to the INDI control input (UINDI) based on the thrust vector concept formulated in Equation
(12). CA is adapted to the INDI controller formulation and the incremental limits are found as follows.

�Tx,min = Tx,min − Tx,act, with Tx,min = sin(π/2 − δmax)
√

T2
x,act + T2

z,act

�Tz,min = Tz,min − Tz,act, with Tz,min = cos(π/2 − δmin)
√

T2
x,act + T2

z,act

�Tx,max = Tx,max − Tx,act, with Tx,max = √
T2

max − T2
z,act

�Tz,max = Tz,max − Tz,act, with Tz,max = √
T2

max − T2
x,act

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

(21)

In the above equations, δmin, Tmin and δmax, Tmax are the minimum and maximum actuator limits defined
in Table 4, and Tx,act, Tz,act represent the x and z components of the thrust vector considering the actuator
limits. Note that Equation (21) is given in generic form. It is calculated for each actuator state (i.e. front
left, front right, wing left, wing right) specifically since limits are different (see Table 4).

In case of actuator limitations, the constrained optimisation problem is solved online at each time
step within a sample time of 0.01 s. Therefore, the maximum number of iterations is set to 50 to limit
the computational effort. Simulations are performed on a computer with a 1.8 GHz Intel core CPU.
A detailed analysis is not made to check the required computational effort, but it is observed that the
algorithm can be solved easily with the current computer technology. Detailed analysis of the active set
algorithm’s computational properties compared to the other approaches can be found in Ref. (45).

Another critical point is the continuity of the actuator commands when the CA becomes
active/inactive. Based on the results given in Section 4, discontinuous actuator commands are not
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Figure 8. Simulation results for climbing/descending and coordinated turn at cruise.

observed. At this point, it is reminded that the initial point of the CA algorithm is the output of the
INDI controller (i.e.�UINDI). Moreover,�UINDI of the overall INDI controller output given in Equation
(17) is replaced with the output of CA algorithm �UCA when CA algorithm is active (i.e. in case of
actuator saturation), see Fig. 5.

Formulation of the unified INDI controller and integration of the CA method are described in this
section. Performance of the overall controller is analysed in the next section via simulation results. A
high-level block diagram of the closed loop simulation model is given in Fig. 5.

4.0 Simulation results
Simulations are performed to cover most of the flight envelope of the air taxi operation described pre-
viously. Results are given for four scenarios. In the first three scenarios (Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3), the
air taxi takeoff makes transitions between hover and forward flight, performs climb/descent and turns
manoeuvers and land vertically. The aim is verification of the unified controller considering the wide
flight envelope of the air taxi operation. Results show that the unified nonlinear controller works prop-
erly for the entire flight envelope without any modification for specific scenarios. In the last scenario
(Section 4.4), the focus is testing the CA performance by injecting strong disturbances to the model. It
is observed that CA performance is satisfactory, and without CA severe stability, problems occur in case
of limited control authority. More detailed analysis of the INDI and CA performance are given in Ref.
(27) including the robustness tests.

Results are given in two main plots, one shows the aircraft states and commands (with subscript cmd).
The other shows the commanded (T and δ) and physically achieved (Tact and δact) actuator states. Before
analysing the results, authors suggest to review the actuator states illustrated in Fig. 4 and defined in
Section 3.1. The minimum (Tmin and δmin) and maximum (Tmax and δmax) actuator limits are also included
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Figure 9. Simulation results for climbing/descending and coordinated turn at cruise, actuator states.

into the figures to check whether the CA works properly and adjust the commands within the actuator
limits. The CA iteration number is also given to observe the feasibility of the CA algorithm.

4.1 Takeoff & transition from hover to cruise flight
As can be seen in Fig. 6, the altitude command is applied at 3 s. Thrust is increased on the front and
wing sections while the flap angles are kept at 90◦ as expected (Fig. 7). A heading rate is applied at 5
s while the aircraft is gaining altitude. Very small changes in the flap angles are observed to track the
heading command. This is due to the highly sufficient heading control authority at hover.

At 15 s, the aircraft reaches the desired altitude of 40 metres, and the speed command is applied
between 15 and 35 s to perform the transition from hover to cruise flight. Aircraft gain speed by tilting
the flaps to lower the flap angles and increase the thrust in body x-direction. Around 35 s, the desired
cruise speed of 78 m/s is achieved. It is aimed to increase the angle-of-attack in cruise to take advantage
of the aerodynamic lift. To achieve 4◦ cruise angle-of-attack, combined body velocity and pitch angle
commands are applied between 35 and 40 s. A slight loss in altitude is observed during transients, but
it is recovered at the steady state. The aircraft reaches the cruise trim condition with very small steady
state errors.

According to Fig. 7, the CA becomes active frequently when the minimum thrust and flap angle limits
are reached on the wing sections at cruise (i.e. after 40 s). The CA prioritises tracking roll and pitch
moment commands over tracking yaw moment and force commands based on the weighting matrix Wv

defined in Equation (20). In this way, the limited control authority is adequately allocated to guarantee
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Figure 10. Simulation results for transition from cruise to hover flight and landing.

stable flight in the first place. The same transition test is performed without activating the CA algorithm
and purely commanding the INDI controller outputs to the actuators. It is seen that the INDI controller
violates the actuator limits significantly when the combined pitch angle and body velocity commands
are applied after 40 s. Without proper prioritisation (i.e. without the CA), the INDI controller can not
satisfy stable flight in case of actuator saturation. In Section 4.4, a comparison test is performed at hover
to show the importance of the CA algorithm in case of limited control authority.

4.2 Climbing/descending and coordinated turn at cruise
As mentioned previously in Section 3.2.3, climbing/descending is achieved by adjusting the flight path
angle via combined body velocity and pitch angle commands.

Based on Fig. 8, climb and descent manoeuvers are performed between 45 and 65 s by achieving
positive and negative 5◦ flight path angles, respectively. Coordinated turn manoeuver is also tested at
75 s by applying 30◦ roll angle commands. Significant altitude loss is observed during the coordinated
turns. This is an expected result since some of the total lift is used for turning. An outer loop controller
can be designed to minimise the altitude loss similar to the one designed for hover (see wcmd,nav,hover in
Equation (19)). The outer loop controller should increase total lift to overcome the lift deficiency during
turns. In forward flight, this can be done by increasing angle-of-attack and/or airspeed. Some level of
altitude loss might be inevitable due to the lack of control authority if bank angle is too high.

According to Fig. 9, actuator saturations are observed several times during these manoeuvers. The
CA works as expected to guarantee stable flight with the prioritisation of moment channels. It is noted
that the CA algorithm can find a solution with a maximum number of iteration less than 10.
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Figure 11. Simulation results for transition from cruise to hover flight and landing, actuator states.

4.3 Transition from cruise to hover flight and landing
Results of transition from cruise to hover flight and vertical landing are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. At 45
s, combined body velocity and pitch angle commands are applied to achieve zero angle-of-attack. The
body x-velocity command is then applied between 50 and 70 s to achieve hover flight while keeping the
altitude. Vertical landing is started at 70 s, and also aircraft heading is adjusted during the landing.

Based on Fig. 11, flap angles of both front and wing sections reach maximum limits during the
transition to decelerate the aircraft. Therefore, the CA becomes active many times to prioritise moment
commands over force commands. This is an expected result considering the significant deceleration
command during the cruise to hover transition.

4.4 Importance of the CA: severe roll moment disturbance at hover
As mentioned previously, the CA has a very crucial role in case of actuator saturation. To show the
CA’s effectiveness, a test case is simulated when the CA is on (i.e. INDI+CA) and off (i.e. only the
INDI controller). As shown in Fig. 12, a strong roll moment disturbance is applied at hover (at 3 s) for
both conditions (i.e. CA ON and CA OFF). Simultaneously, the pilot wants to gain altitude and apply
body z-velocity command (wcmd).

According to Fig. 13, thrust authority is not enough to track the pilot command and reject the roll
disturbance at the same time. The INDI controller generates thrust commands above the maximum
physical limits (see dashed and red lines in Fig. 13). Therefore, disturbance rejection properties are not
as desired due to the saturation related discrepancy between the commanded and physically achieved
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Figure 12. Comparative simulation results that shows the importance of the CA.

actuator states. When CA is OFF, approximately 25◦ roll angle is observed due to the disturbance
(Fig. 13).

However, when the CA is active, disturbance rejection properties are much better since the CA pri-
oritises the moment commands over the force commands considering the actuator saturation. There is
no discrepancy between the physically achieved and commanded thrust when the CA is on (see dashed
and blue lines in Fig. 13). The trade-off is the worse tracking of the body z-velocity command, as seen
in the w plot of Fig. 12. The deteriorated tracking performance of the body z-velocity command can
be accepted since allocating the limited control authority to the moment channels is more important
regarding the stability. When CA is ON, roll moment disturbance only cause 7–8 deg roll angle, which
is much less than the case when CA is OFF (Fig. 12).

To conclude, CA performs very well and allocates the limited control authority properly to guarantee
stable flight in case of severe disturbance. More detailed analysis of the CA performance are given in
Ref. (27).
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Figure 13. Comparative simulation results that shows the importance of the CA, actuator states.

5.0 Conclusion
This study focuses on defining and solving flight control problems of a novel fixed wing eVTOL air
taxi considering the wide flight envelope. First, the preliminary flight dynamics model of the air taxi
is generated separately for the low-speed hover and high-speed forward flight. Transition dynamics are
modeled by simply merging the hover and forward flight models based on the airspeed. Control of the
air taxi is achieved by adjusting the thrust vector of numerous EDFs distributed over the front and wing
sections, and modeling of the EDFs/propulsion dynamics is based on the datasheet of a commercially
used product. The air taxi modeled in this paper does not have any conventional control and stability
surfaces which differentiates it from the other fixed-wing eVTOLs studied in literature. Not having con-
ventional control/stability surfaces has significant advantages such as improved aerodynamic efficiency,
simplicity in design, better sizing/mass reduction, etc. However, it also comes with problems regarding
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the flight control described throughout the paper (e.g. open-loop directional unstability, limited control
authority at specific flight conditions, resolving actuator saturation is not straightforward due to thrust
vector couplings, etc.).

As described in the introduction part, two central challenges regarding the flight controller design
are the severe nonlinearities/couplings that emerge in the transition regions and the problems related to
the over-actuation and limited control authority (i.e. actuator saturation) for specific flight conditions.
An INDI-based controller is designed to solve the first problem, and a CA method is integrated into the
INDI controller to mitigate the adverse effects of the actuator saturation. INDI is the incremental version
of the NDI, and it performs the dynamic inversion based on the sensor data instead of the aircraft model.
The INDI approach’s main advantage is reduced dependency on the aircraft model during the inversion,
making it the right candidate considering the described challenges.

On the other hand, the INDI-based controller becomes more sensitive to sensor noise and delay.
Considering this point, gyroscope and accelerometer models are included in the model based on a
MEMS IMU sensor data, and second-order linear filters are used to reduce noise levels. The INDI
controller is formulated effectively to resolve the coupling related problems of the thrust vector control
concept. The overall INDI-based design aims to have an unified nonlinear controller that covers the
entire flight envelope. In addition to that, an optimisation based CA method is designed and integrated
into the INDI controller considering the incremental nature of the INDI formulation and coupled pure
thrust vector control. The CA prioritises the rotational control over the translational control when actu-
ator position limits are reached. Simulations are performed to test the overall controller for the entire
flight envelope. The controller shows satisfactory performance, also considering the disturbance rejec-
tion properties. Results illustrate that the CA plays a vital role in the presence of actuator saturation,
and stable flight can not be achieved without proper allocation of the limited control authority. Further
studies can focus on the robustness to sensor model (i.e. sensor noise and delay), considering that INDI
is a sensor-based control approach. Moreover, the CA design could be extended to consider also rate
limitations of the actuators.
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